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	2018 May New Microsoft 70-774 Real Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 70-774

Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 70-774 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 40Q

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-774.html2.|2018 Latest 70-774 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WVXCup_qKNm0iitL4rKQ_hsgZd6M_dQD?usp=sharingQUESTION 1Note:

This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution

that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a

correct solution. After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will

not appear in the review screen.You are working on an Azure Machine Learning experiment.You have the dataset configured as

shown in the following table. You need to ensure that you can compare the performance of the models and add annotations to the

results.Solution: You connect the Score Model modules from each trained model as inputs for the Evaluate Model module, and then

save the results as a dataset.Does this meet the goal?A.    YesB.    NoAnswer: AExplanation:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905915.aspxQUESTION 2Note: This question is part of a series of questions

that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question

sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. After you answer a question in this

sections, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.You are working on

an Azure Machine Learning experiment.You have the dataset configured as shown in the following table. You need to ensure that

you can compare the performance of the models and add annotations to the results.Solution: You connect the Score Model modules

from each trained model as inputs for the Evaluate Model module, and use the Execute R Script module.Does this meet the goal?A.  

 YesB.    NoAnswer: BExplanation:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905915.aspxQUESTION 3Note: This

question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is repeated in each question.

Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in this

series.A travel agency named Margie's Travel sells airline tickets to customers in the United States.Margie's Travel wants you to

provide insights and predictions on flight delays. The agency is considering implementing a system that will communicate to its

customers as the flight departure nears about possible delays due to weather conditions. The flight data contains the following

attributes: DepartureDate: The departure date aggregated at a per hour granularity Carrier: The code assigned by the IATA and

commonly used to identify a carrier OriginAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport

(the flight's norigin) DestAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport (the flight's

destination) DepDel: The departure delay in minutes DepDel30: A Boolean value indicating whether the departure was delayed by

30 minutes or more (a value of 1 indicates that the departure was delayed by 30 minutes or more)The weather data contains the

following attributes: AirportID, ReadingDate (YYYY/MM/DD HH), SkyConditionVisibility, WeatherType, WindSpeed,

StationPressure, PressureChange, and HourlyPrecip.You need to use historical data about on-time flight performance and the

weather data to predict whether the departure of a scheduled flight will be delayed by more than 30 minutes.Which method should

you use?A.    clusteringB.    linear regressionC.    classificationD.    anomaly detectionAnswer: CExplanation:

https://gallery.cortanaintelligence.com/Experiment/Binary-Classification-Flight-delay-prediction-3QUESTION 4Note: This

question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is repeated in each question.

Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in this

series.A travel agency named Margie's Travel sells airline tickets to customers in the United States.Margie's Travel wants you to

provide insights and predictions on flight delays. The agency is considering implementing a system that will communicate to its

customers as the flight departure nears about possible delays due to weather conditions. The flight data contains the following

attributes: DepartureDate: The departure date aggregated at a per hour granularity Carrier: The code assigned by the IATA and

commonly used to identify a carrier OriginAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport

(the flight's norigin) DestAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport (the flight's

destination) DepDel: The departure delay in minutes DepDel30: A Boolean value indicating whether the departure was delayed by

30 minutes or more (a value of 1 indicates that the departure was delayed by 30 minutes or more)The weather data contains the

following attributes: AirportID, ReadingDate (YYYY/MM/DD HH), SkyConditionVisibility, WeatherType, WindSpeed,

StationPressure, PressureChange, and HourlyPrecip.You have an untrained Azure Machine Learning model that you plan to train to

predict flight delays.You need to assess the variability of the dataset and the reliability of the predictions from the model.Which

module should you use?A.    Cross-Validate ModelB.    Evaluate ModelC.    Tune Model HyperparametersD.    Train ModelE.   
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Score ModelAnswer: AExplanation:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905852.aspxQUESTION 5Note: This

question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is repeated in each question.

Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in this

series.A travel agency named Margie's Travel sells airline tickets to customers in the United States.Margie's Travel wants you to

provide insights and predictions on flight delays. The agency is considering implementing a system that will communicate to its

customers as the flight departure nears about possible delays due to weather conditions. The flight data contains the following

attributes: DepartureDate: The departure date aggregated at a per hour granularity Carrier: The code assigned by the IATA and

commonly used to identify a carrier OriginAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport

(the flight's norigin) DestAirportID: An identification number assigned by the USDOT to identify a unique airport (the flight's

destination) DepDel: The departure delay in minutes DepDel30: A Boolean value indicating whether the departure was delayed by

30 minutes or more (a value of 1 indicates that the departure was delayed by 30 minutes or more)The weather data contains the

following attributes: AirportID, ReadingDate (YYYY/MM/DD HH), SkyConditionVisibility, WeatherType, WindSpeed,

StationPressure, PressureChange, and HourlyPrecip.You plan to predict flight delays that are 30 minutes or more.You need to build

a training model that accurately fits the data. The solution must minimize over fitting and minimize data leakage.Which attribute

should you remove?A.    OriginAirportIDB.    DepDelC.    DepDel30D.    CarrierE.    DestAirportIDAnswer: CQUESTION 6Note:

This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be correct for more

than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series. Information and details provided in

a question apply only to that question.You need to remove rows that have an empty value in a specific column. The solution must

use a native module.Which module should you use?A.    Execute Python ScriptB.    Tune Model HyperparametersC.    Normalize

DataD.    Select Columns in DatasetE.    Import DataF.    Edit MetadataG.    Clip ValuesH.    Clean Missing DataAnswer: H

Explanation:https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuredev/2017/05/27/data-cleansing-tools-in-azure-machine-learning/
QUESTION 7Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may

be correct for more than one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series. Information

and details provided in a question apply only to that question.You have a non-tabular file that is saved in Azure Blob storage.You

need to download the file locally, access the data in the file, and then format the data as a dataset.Which module should you use?A.   

Execute Python ScriptB.    Tune Model HyperparametersC.    Normalize DataD.    Select Columns in DatasetE.    Import DataF.   

Edit MetadataG.    Clip ValuesH.    Clean Missing DataAnswer: EExplanation:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/mt674698.aspxQUESTION 8Note: This question is part of a series of questions

that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be correct for more than one question in the series. Each

question is independent of the other questions in this series. Information and details provided in a question apply only to that

question.You have a dataset that contains a column named Column1. Column1 is empty.You need to omit Column1 from the

dataset. The solution must use a native module.Which module should you use?A.    Execute Python ScriptB.    Tune Model

HyperparametersC.    Normalize DataD.    Select Columns in DatasetE.    Import DataF.    Edit MetadataG.    Clip ValuesH.    Clean

Missing DataAnswer: DExplanation:https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn905883.aspxQUESTION 9Note: This

question is part of a series of questions that use the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be correct for more than

one question in the series. Each question is independent of the other questions in this series. Information and details provided in a

question apply only to that question.You need to use only one percent of an Apache Hive data table by conducting random sampling

by groups.Which module should you use?A.    Execute Python ScriptB.    Tune Model HyperparametersC.    Normalize DataD.   

Select Columns in DatasetE.    Import DataF.    Edit MetadataG.    Clip ValuesH.    Clean Missing DataAnswer: AExplanation:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/team-data-science-process/sample-data-hiveQUESTION 10From the

Cortana Intelligence Gallery, you deploy a solution.You need to modify the solution.What should you use?A.    Azure Stream

AnalyticsB.    Microsoft Power BI DesktopC.    Azure Machine Learning StudioD.    R Tools for Visual StudioAnswer: C

Explanation:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studio/gallery-experimentsQUESTION 11You are

building an Azure Machine Learning workflow by using Azure Machine Learning Studio.You create an Azure notebook that

supports the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit.You need to ensure that the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) configuration maximizes the

samples per second and supports parallel modeling that is managed by a parameter server.Which SGD algorithm should you use?A.  

 DataParallelASGDB.    DataParallelSGDC.    ModelAveragingSGDD.    BlockMomentumSGDAnswer: B
!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 70-774 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 40Q

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/70-774.html2.|2018 Latest 70-774 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=1pSCRkjdY3M
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